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Cần Thơ 



Our Special Friend from 
France: Esra 



…but the 
loudspeakers 
nearby are a 
mystery… 



View at Blue Hour  
from Our Room 



The Beautiful Walkway 
Blows My Mind 

















We get to sit out +  
look at this  



















We go out for a 
walk. 
 
A little motor-
stressful, but 
not too bad. 
 
But the people 
don’t seem as 
friendly as up 
north and 
central. 
 
I say,“Xin 
Chào!”in 
greeting, but 
they only nod to 
me—if that… 







Love the ped 
sign…so 

Caucasian!!! 
. 

But note, they 
are running…from 

the motos no 
doubt! 



And Then Another Missed Photo-Op Of an 
Experience That Steals My Heart! 

We are walking on the “wrong” side of the road. (I, at least, want to see who is 
going to kill us…)  

A little girl comes up to me, very excited—maybe she is 6 years old.  “Hello!!!” she 
says and waves. “Hello!!!” 

“Xin Chào!” I call back. I am at least slightly Viet now in my conical hat. 

“Hello!!!” she repeats. A little boy comes running up beside her. 

“Hello!!!” I say. 

“Where are you?” she asks me proudly. 

“Do you mean, ‘Where am I from?’” I ask her in slight confusion. 

Puzzled look. “Where are you?” she repeats. 

I now I don’t know what to say or do.  “Now???” I ask in puzzlement.  

She looks puzzled back.  I see that Mike has been stopped by a young man on a 
motorcycle, and they are deep in conversation.  I see my way out!  I gratefully and 
gracefully move toward them, and then… 

 

 

 



Part 2 Of an Experience That 
Steals My Heart! 

I glean that the topic is “walking on the wrong side of the road,” but 
the true reality is likely that our young man on moto spots an 
opportunity to speak English. 

Like many young Viets, he is studying “tourism” at university, and the 
English lessons seem to suck.  

“Focus is on writing,” he says, and the teachers know nothing. 

“You learn ‘on the street,’” I say, remembering Linh from Hanoi’s 
comments to me. 

“Yes!” he says. 

We all smile. 

 

 

 

 



Part 3 Of an Experience That 
Steals My Heart! 

He is adorable—whom here is not?!?!–and I think he tells me his 
name is Andrew, if I recall correctly. 

“No, really,” I say. “I want to know in Viet.” 

He says, “Thong.”  

“Spell that,” I ask him, he shows me on his—of course—cell phone, 
and then we have a comedy of errors as, having learned from Hôǹg in 
Hanoi to say “Haowmmm,” I say, “Taowmmm,” feeling rather pleased 
with self. 

“No,” he corrects me. “No C.  It is Taowmmm, not Caowmmm.”  

Oh my…I cannot speak Viet even when I am—to my ears—saying it 
right. 

 

 

 

 

 



Part 4 Of an Experience That 
Steals My Heart! 

It is about this time that I realize that a hoard of children have surrounded 
us. We have taken up an entire lane of a two-lane highway!  Trucks and 
motos are whizzing by… 

Not wishing to be the cause of an international incident (I can see it now—
Breaking News: “Over twenty children were hit by vehicles on the An Binh 
Freeway today when a foreign couple got into a conversation with a young 
man from…) 

I respectfully pull us away, and off we all go. 

We now move to the “right” side of the street, and now a massive number 
of youths and teenagers on bicycles pass us and turn, trying to figure out 
the foreigner and the conical-hatted one, smiling, flashing peace (or victory) 
signs and shouting, “Hello!!!!!!!!” 

The previously silent vendors now all smile and wave enthusiastically to us.  

School has let out for lunch, and the news of our friendliness has preceded 
us on the School Bike-Express… 

 

 

 

 

 





Puppies!  



This little 
imp has 
released the 
pups. 
 
“Should she 
have?” I 
worry. 
 
Again, I 
panic about a 
new 
internation 
incident we 
may inspire… 





Grandpa comes 
by and smiles 
and so I 
relax…some. 
 
Still worried 
for risk of 
broken bones… 
 
We strive to 
mitigate 
potential 
disaster. 



Puppy-King 
with hands 

full! 

 

But if not 
for little 

imp or 
pupsters, we 
would not 

have met the 
lovely Esra. 



 



Yet Again, Like an Idiot… 
Why, I have lost my sense to capture fine and meaningful moments 
in pictures—when my camera is right with me!—is beyond my ken.  
But yet I miss a whole ‘nother of extraordinary events. 

Upon our arrival at our hotel, the only person who smiled and 
greeted us was the lovely fellow traveler from France (near Bern, 
Switzerland, as a matter of fact—home of my paternal ancestors). 

I would run into her here and there—she, always with a warm and 
enthusiastic smile and greeting.  

I got the impression that she was a solo traveler (as I never saw her 
with anyone—grand detective, I would make)—and almost invited 
her to join us one evening. However, enjoying solo travels myself, I 
didn’t want to impose, and so said nothing. 

The puppies brought us together when she appeared, and we all 
laughed and petted them, and started talking…and then! 

 

 

 

 



Duck Hot Pot Caper 



The Duck Hot-Pot Caper 
We had seen hot-pot on the menu the night before and had enjoyed it 
very much in the states in Chinese restaurants. “Can we have the duck?” 
we asked. 

Tomorrow, we were told. The duck had to be ordered. (Ouch—well, we 
are meat eaters, so…) 

Puppy-petting coming to a halt, we asked, “Would you like to join us for 
dinner? We ordered a special meal.”  

We were delighted that she would be delighted. 

No Chinese-style hot-pot for us—it was boiled duck (and maybe not the 
meatier parts?) 

The pot is tall. I take out a scoop and politely serve Esra first. I see the 
look of shock on both her and Mike’s face. I look over into her bowl and 
see a great big duck’s foot. Oh my… 

Little improved with subsequent scoopings, however, we had a delightful 
night and made a new friend. “Một, hai, ba, YO!” Esra!!!   



Wonders of  
Email + Facebook 

• We make yet a new friend. Unexpectedly I get a Facebook 
friend request from a man named, Xuân Trường Cao. I see he 
is friends with Esra and email her to ask who he is.  

• She writes, “The guy was a father with his son that i met in 
the train from danang to hué, i was sitting next to the kid, i 
gave him coloured pencils, the father was touched and we 
exchange facebook. thats all but they were kind but no 
english at all.”  

• Of course, I “friend” him and am rewarded with warmth.  
Wonderful world… 



Xuân Trường Cao 



Xuân Trường Cao 



And Dearest Esra 


